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SUMMARY
The technological relationships between the National Transonic Facility
(NTF) and the Langley Research Center Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT),
_ = including the characteristics and capabilities of the two tunnels, that
= relate to studies in the fields of aeroelasticity and unsteady aerodynamics
are discussed. Scaling considerations for aeroelasticity and unsteady
t
.__ aerodynamics testing in the two facilities are reviewed, and some of the
special features (or lack thereof) of the TDT and the NTF that will weigh
heavily in any decisions as to the relative merits of conducting a given
study in the two tunnels are discussed. For illustrative purposes a fighter
and a transport airplane are scaled for testsin the NTF and in the TDT, and
the resulting model characteristics are compared. The NTF was designed
specifically to meet the need for higher Reynolds number capability for flow
simulation in aerodynamic performance testing of aircraft designs. However,
it is concluded the NTF can be a valuable tool for evaluating the severity
of Reynolds number effects in the areas of dynamic aeroelasticity and unsteady
aerodynamics. On the other hand, the TDT was constructed specifically for
studies and tests in the field of aeroelasticity. It is concluded that,
except for tests requiring the Reynolds number capability of NTF, the TDT
will remain the primary facility for tests in the areas of dynamic aero-
elasticity and unsteady aerodynamics.
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AN ASSESSMENTOF THE FUTURE ROLES OFTHE-
NATIONAL TRANSONIC FACILITY AND THE LANGLEY rTRANSONIC DYNAMICS
TUNNEL-IN AEROELASTIC AND UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC TESTING
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Perry W. Hanson
INTRODUCTION
With the operationalavailabilityof the NationalTransonicFacility
(NTF) on the horizon,its capabilitiesto supportresearchand development
studiesin the fields of aeroelasticityand unsteadyaerodynamicshave been
comparedwith those of t_e LangleyTransonicDynamicsTunnel (TDT) to provide
a basis for decisionsregardingwhich tunnelcould most advantageousiy
supporta particulartype of test. This paper discussesthe technological
relationshipbetweenthe NTF and the TDT, includingthe characteristicsand
capabilitiesof the two tunnelsthat relate to tests in these areas.
Fundamentally,the NTF and the TDTwere conceivedto meet two entirely
differentneeds. In the late sixties,a consensusdevelopedthat existing
facilitiescould not meet the ever higher Reynoldsnumber (RN) requirements
for flow simulationin aerodynamicperformancetestingof the newer, large,
high performanceaircraftdesigns. The NTF (figurei) was designed specif-
icallyto meet this need for higher RN capability,but it also has some
characteristicsthaTmake it attractivefor aeroelastictesting. On the
other hand, the TDT (shown in figure 2) was constructedspecificallyfor
studiesand tests in the field of aeroelasticity;it has many design features
not found in other facilities,includingthe NTF, that make it uniquely
suitedfor flutterand buffet studies. •
This report reviewsbriefly some factorsthat are importantin aero-
elasticand unsteadyaerodynamictesting,and some of the specialfeatures
(or lack thereof)of the TDT and the NTF that are pertinentfor studies in
these areas. Such featureswill weigh heavily in any decisionsas to the
' relativemerits of conductinga given study in the TDT or the NTF.
SYMBOLS
_ ° a speed of sound, ft/sec_(m/sec)
b characteristiclength, ft (m)
Cs/Ccr ratio of structuraldampingto criticaldamping
El bending stiffness, Ib-in 2 (Newton-m 2)
F Froude number, V2/bg •_
i
f frequency, Hz
GJ torsion stiffness, ib_in 2 (Newton_m2)
g acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft!sec2 (9.807 m/see 2)
h altitude, ft (m) _
k reduced frequency, bm/V
K1 PM/PA
K2 TM/TA -
m mass per unit length, slugs/ft (kg/m)
M Mach number, V/a
_ local Mach number at which saturation and condensation occur
P static pressure, ib/sq ft (Newtons/sq m)
PT stagnation pressure, ib/sq ft (Newtons/sq m)
q dynamic pressure, ib!sq ft (kN/sq m)
R gas constant nominal values: air and nitrogen, 53.3 ft/deg R
(29.24 m/deg K); freon, 12.7 ft/deg R (6.97 m/deg K)
RN Reynolds number, oVb/_
T static temperature, deg R (deg K)
TT stagnation temperature, deg R (deg K)
V velocity; ft/sec (m/sec)
v specific volume per unit weight, cu ft/ib (cu m/kg) •
W weight, ib (kg)
y ratio of specific heat nominal values: 1.40 air and nitrogen; -_
1.14 freon
mass density ratio, m/0b 2 n._
0 fluid free-stream density, slugs/ft 3 (kg/m 3)
fluid free-stream coefficient'of viscosity, slugs/ft-sec (kg/m-sec)
circular frequency, 2_f rad/sec
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Subscripts
A airplane
._
M model
_y
SCALING CONSIDERATIONS FOR _AEROELASTICAND-UNSTEADY
: ° AERODYNAMICS TESTING
Discussions of the basic requirements for achievingdynamic similarity
of model and full-scale aircraft_aboundin the literature and will only be
reviewed here briefly as they apply to transonic aeroelastic and unsteady
aerodynamics studies. The similarity requirements are generallyldeduced by "
applying the Buckingham II theorem of dimensional analysis orbyexamining the
appropriate governing equations in nondimensional form. For a flexiblebody
completely immersed in a fluid with relative-motion betweenkthe body_and
the fluid these procedures_result in independent nondimensional parameters
which maybe thought of as ratios of the potentially significant inertia,
viscous, elastic, and gravity forces that act on the body and fluid. The
more important ones to be considered are:
- - l
X " Mach number, M " " (i)a
b_o reduced frequency, k " _ _ (2)
-" m . . .
.--2 " mass densityirati0, .... : '_ _i °: : .... : .(3)
0b , L ._ ._
0Vb Reynolds number, RN (4)
. " • [.-
V27 =
_b-g Froude number, F ..... (5)
l
where-. - _ : - -= - - - '
a _- fluid free-stream speid'of sound
_ 1 .'_.-. . _ k • .-
m itiV fluid free-strea _el06.....
_-_ 0 fluid free-streamdensity
_. . - £ _
fluid free-streamcoefficientof viscosity
g acceleration due to gravity
b characteristic length
characteristic oscillation frequency
m body mass per unit length
These five basic independent•dimensionless parameters result from ___
several assumptions regarding characteristics of the body and the fluid.
•Implicit in the five basic parameters is another, the ratio of the specific
heat of the fluid, y, and, if dissipative forces are considered, a further
parameter, the ratio of structural damping to critical damping, Cs/Ccr, may
be added. From these basic similarityparameters other_dependent ratios
relating model quantities to full-scale quantities may be derived. If_these
dimensionless parameters have the same values for the model and the full-
scale aircraft and the mass; stiffness, °and, to a lesser degree, the damping
distributions are the same for the modeland full-scale aircraft, then the
flexibleand rigid body response or behavior of the model will be similar
to theaircraft providing the model is geometrically similar to the aircraft,
orientation to the airflow is similar to that of the aircraft, and the model
is supported in amanner that does not significantly affect the model response
or behavior.
•The simultaneous satisfaction of all the similarity parameters in a
singlemodel or test is not practical. The degree to which the various
parameters may be•ignored or approximated is a function of the test objective
and• the available tunnel performance. For example, for static force or
pressure measurements on a rigid, stationary model, the reduced frequency,
massdensity ratio, and Froude number need not be scaled. Although recognized
as important, theRN of the model and full-scale airplane could not generally
be matched in conventional tunnels because of wind tunnel performance and!or
size limitations, and so RN effects have been approximately accounted for by
various other means. If one is interested in Scaling static deflections of
the airplane components (static aeroelastic effects), then the Froude number
for the model and airplane must be the same. For measurements of unsteady
aerodynamics associated with an oscillating control or buffet pressures on
a rigid model, the reduced frequency is important. If the purpose of the
test is to predict full-scale buffet loads or flutter Characteristics
(dynamic aeroelastic tests), then all five basic similarity parameters and
the structural damping ratio are important. However, because of conflicting
requirements it is not possible to simultaneously satisfy all these similarity
parameters. So for•high speed dynamic aeroelastic model testing, the
recognized importance of reduced frequency, Mach number, and mass density _=
•ratio has taken precedence over Reynolds_number and Froude number.
These scaling considerations and other facetsof aeroelastic and unsteady _-7
aerodYnamic testing will later be related to the pertinent characteristics
and capabilities of the TDT and the NTF._
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LANGLEY TRANSONIC DYNAMICS TUNNEL
Some characteristics of the TDT are summarized in Figure 3. The most
unique feature of the TDT, and that which makesit such a desirable-facilitY
o__ for dynamic aeroelastic model tests, is the capability to use Freon-12 gas
(dichlorodiflu0romethane) as a test medium.• The use of thisgas_for
dynamically-scaled aeroelastic model testing has several advantages, the most
important of which is its density. For a given tunnel total pressure and
temperature, the density of the freon test medium isapproximately four_
timesthat of air. This is importan t because, as mentioned previously, a
prime•requirement for Validrinterpretation of wind tunnel test results
obtained from a dynamically-scaled aeroelastic model relative to the full-
scale Vehicle. is that the ratio of the mass of the model to the mass of a
reference volume of the wind tunnel test medium must be the same as the
ratio of the mass of the airplane to the mass of the same reference volume
of the atmospheric air in which the airplane is operating. That is,
mM mA PMI_ A l"= or m M = _A m A where0Mb_ 0Ab _ (6)
bM
is the model-alrplane geometric scale factor.
bA
Obviously, then, for a given airplane mass and operating altitude (density)
and a particular model scale (size), the more dense the tunnel test medium
is, the heavier the scaled model can be. Characteristically , it is difficult
to fabricate dynamically-scaled aeroelastic models light enough to meet the
required scaled weight and strong enough to withstand the loads; hence, the
primary attractiveness of the freon gas test medium. Another advantage Of
the freon test medium is that the speed of sound in freon is about one-half
the speed in air at comparable temperatures. Thus, at-the same Math number
in air and freon (the model and airplane Math numbers must be •identical for,
model tests of airplanes which fly fast enough to experience compressibility
effects), the velocities in freon are roughly one-half those in air, and
because of the lower, speed, the scaled,model vibration•frequencies are half
what they would be in air. This reduces the data acquisition frequency
requirements, active control• oscillation rates, and helicopter model rotor
rotation_ speeds.• Also, because of this lower speed of Sound (approximately
510 ft/sec at the nominal tunnel operating stagnationitemperatur_ of 120 ° F
(322° K), the .Froude number and Math number may be scaled simultan_o-usly
(Recall thatlfor _
z'_: by selecting the appropriate• modelvMaMge0metricscale.,factor. bM _'VM_Z •i
compressible flow similarity, _A = a_ (eq.. i)and equation •5,• _'V_A_la \2• bM : .
(assuming gM = gA). Therefore _ = _ _|.) The appropr'iate
_ \aA/ °
geometric •scale factor to satisfy the Froude number sXmiiarity r'equiremen:ts
for tests in the TDT varies from about 0.20 to 0.29 depend'ing on the °airplane !
..
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altitude (speed of sound). For many airplanes or components thes'e are not
unrealistically large models for the TDT test section. Further, because of
these characteristics of freon, nearly a three-fold increase in RN can be
realized for comparable dynamic pressures in air. Als o, the use of freon
permits the attainment of a given Mach number and dynamic pressure with much
less tunnel drive power than would be required in air.
Another prominent feature that contributes to the uniqueness of the TDT
facility is its computerized data acquisition system especially designed to
process large quantities of dynamic analog data from the models in near real
time as needed to guide the conduct of the tests. In addition, the facility
has a special capability to rapidly decrease the dynamic pressure, thus
increasing the chances of saving expensive models from destruction when
flutter isencountered. Special model mounting systems are used to provide
near free-flight simulation of the airplane dynamic motions, and special
safety screens are provided toprevent tunnel fan damage if a model destructs
in the tunnel. The tunnel control room is located immediately adjacent to
the test section with large windows providing visual Observation of the
models--a particularly desirable featurefor flutter and buffet testing.
Finally, an oscillating vane system in the entrance cone allows sinusoidal
variation of the tunnel flow angle for airplane gust response studies. Some
of the TDT performancecapabilitiesare shown in Figure 4 (from ref. I). :
For all these special featuresand unique operationalcapabilities,the
TDT has, as most largetunnels, only a limitedRN capability. RN is a
parameterwhich essentiallyhas been neglectedin flutterwork in the absence
of any strong evidencethat RN effectsare predominantlysignificantcompared
to the other recognizedimportantdynamicaeroelasticscalingparameters--mass
ratio,Mach number, reducedfrequency,and, for static scaled aeroelastle
tests, Froudenumber. The question that needs to be answered is whether RN •
effectsare significantenough for the type of dynamic aeroelasticmodel•
tests to warrant the extra expense,model design complications,and other
factorsassociatedwith testingdynamically-scaledaeroelasticmodels in the
cryogenicenvironment of the NTF.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NATIONALTRANSONIC FACILITY
Some pertinent characteristics of the NTF, based on information in
reference i, are shown in Figure 5. The:primary distinguishing features are
the capability to substantially change the stagnation temperature independently
of pressure and to operate at very low (cryogenic) temperatures. These
featuresarepotentially beneficialfor certainkinds of aer0elasticand _
unsteady aerodynamictestingmuch like the freon capabilityof the TDT. For
example,the top portionof figure 6 (from p. 16, ref. 2) shows that reducing
the stagnation temperature in the NTF from 322 ° K to the minimum capability _'_
of about 80 K (120° F to -316 ° F)will produce a four-fold increase in
density and a decrease in the speed of sound (or velocity, for equivalent
Mach numbers) of about 50 percent--about the same effects as testing in
freon compared to testing in air. In addition, however, the coefficient of
viscosity decreases much more than the change realized between air and freon
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so that _or comparable dynamic pressures the _N is increased by a _acto_ o_
six due to the lowered temperature compared to ahout a _ector of three for
freon relative to air. However, since models for the TDT can be twice as
-:. large as models for the NTF, the net gain in absolute RN is about the same
for a given dynamic pressure. But the NTF pressure capability is roughly
nine atmospheres at M = 1.0 compared to one-half atmosphere for the TDT,
. thus much higher RN (and correspondingly higher dynamic pressures) are
attainable in the NTF as indicated in Figure 7 (values calculated from ref. 3).
in addition to the high RN capability derived from the very low stagna-
tion temperatures and/or high stagnation pressures_ the NTF has another
characteristic potentially of benefit in dynamic aeroelastic model testing--
theability to adjust fluid temperature independent of density. Recall that
for high speed flutter testing the usual requirement is that the model and
full-scale values of the three non-dimensional parameters Mach number (V/a),
reduced frequency (be/V) and mass density ratio (m/0bz) must be identical.
From these parameters and flexural beam relationships the mass and stiffness
properties required for a model to simulate the dynamic aeroelastic behavior
of an airplane in level flight at a given speed and altitude are determined;
i.e.,
(7)
(EI)M = b_ _A (EI)A (8)
b M)4 qM(GJ)M = _A _ (GJ)A (9)
"- mM = Oq bA] (10)
where E1 and GJ are the bending and torsional stiffnesses, respectively,
q is the dynamic pressure, and the subscripts M and A refer to model and
aircraft conditions. By use of the relationship for the speed of sound,
a = (yRT)2, Sutherland's law relating viscosity and 'temperature , and the .•
_-" equationof state, Pv = RT
Where P is absolutepressure • •
_.-_ .... v is specificvolume per unit weight
T is absolute temperature
R is the gas constant •
is the ratio of specificheat
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the equationswhichdefinethevariousgas flowpropertiescanbe expressed
in terms of static pressure,static temperature,and Mach number as follows:
P
P _ T (ii) ._-.
• V MT " (n) o..
q _ M2p (13)
T3/2
_ T+II4 (14)
'
Equations (8) - (I0) may be written
(EI)M =_bA] _A (E1)A
' (16)
(GJ)M = \bA,) kPA (GJ)A (17)
PM
(18)
Once the aircraft stiffness and mass properties [(El)A , (GJ)A, and mA]
and flight altitudes (PA' TA) and Mach numbers to be simulated have been
specified, and a model geometric scale bM/b A and a convenient attainable
tunnel static pressure and temperature have been chosen, equations (16) - (18)
define the model basic physical properties. Note that the required model
stiffness is dependent on the ratio of tunne!-to-flight pressures and is
independent of the temperatures whereastherequired model mass is dependent
on both the pressures and temperatures. Lowering TM alone means the _.:
required model willbe heavier. Permitting a heavier model for a given
stiffness makes model design and construction easier. •However, lowering TM
introducesthermalcontractionswith correspondingstressesand deflections _"
which complicatemodel design and construction,
The ratio of distributed bending or torsion stiffness to the mass per
unit length may be thought of as a "structural efficiency" factor. For an
airplane, a high level of stiffness per unit mass is usually desirable.
For a model, however, it is desirable to have a large mass:;available for a -._
given required stiffness to ease practical model construction. Thus, a small
value of El/m (or GJ/m) would be desirable. For ease of moddl_construction,
_: therefore, the smaller the "structural efficiency" of the model is relative
to that of the airplane, the better. Dividing the model/airplane stiffness
scale factor (eq. (16)) by the mass scale factor (eq. (18)) gives the model
"_ structural efficiency relative tO full-scale structural efficiency that
results from mass and stiffness scaling, i.e.,
• - . -- •(19)
': 7 \bA/ ..... :
Equation (19) presents an anomaly. It shows that not only maY the structural
efficiency of the model relative to the airplane be decreased by lower model
test medium temperatures relative to airplane flight temperature, but that in
addition, the model structural efficiency relative to the airplane may be
decreased by decreasing the model/airplane geometric scale factor, i.e., by
making the model smaller. Practical considerations in model construction,
however, dictate increasing difficulty in the fabrication process (closer
required tolerances, minimum gage materials, less space available for control
actuators, etc.) with decreasing model size. In any assessment of this
"structural efficiency" factor ratio of one dynamically scaled model relative
to another scaled model the perverse role of the geometric_scale factor should
not be overlooked. _ °-:_ .....
.-- .
The model defined by equations (16) through (18) simulates the airplane
completely only at the specified flight altitude and at the design tunnel
static pressure and temperature. For flight at a different altitude, both
the flight density and temperature (speed of sound) will be different. Since
the model physicalparameters, stiffness, and mass, are fixed (unless a model
is made for each flight altitude to be simulated) the tunnel static pressure
and temperature would have to be correspondingly changed to maintain precise
similarity. It is generally not possible to control the temperature in
conventional wind tunnels independently of pressure to simulate the manner in
which the temperature and density vary with changes in the full-scale airplane
altitude. Therefore, at test conditions away from the model design point, the
mass density scaling relationship is not precisely satisfied This can be
compensated for partially by analytically modifying,test results for off-design
:.i mass ratio effects. Although not usually done, an alternate approach is to
construct a series of models, each having the proper stiffness and mass density
ratio for each Mach number and altitude to be tested. The use of the NTF
i _ could obviate this difficulty since the temPerature:and density can be inde-
pendently controlled.-However, although it may he. desirable to maintain
a constant RN throughout the test (due to the Sens'itivity of model mount
interference and model surface smoothness requirements to RN changes) or to
• . . _ .
.separate RN effects on aerodynamic performance from model deformation (dynamic
pressure effects, :it will be shown in the following discussion that it will
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not be possible to maintain a constant RNwhile matching the changing full-
scale mass density ratio.
For mass density similarity between model and airplane,
mM \BA/ mA or PA \bM/
and from Mach number and reduced frequency similarity requirements (eqs. (i)
and (2)),
TA \bA/ i
The model and airplane reference lengths b, mass m, and frequencies m are
PM TM
fixedphysical characteristics that define the ratios --= KI and --= K2.
PA TA
The relationships between model and airplane flow characteristics for the same
Hach number when model and airplane mass density and reduced frequency
similarity requirements are satisfied are then
0M KI VM 1/2 _M K23/2 TI_M + 1141
--= --; = K2 ; = -- , T in deg K and
A 2 A A l j
RNM = KI bM TI_M+ 1141A K2 /2 A l --J (20)
Thus, the constants that define the relationshipbetween model static pressure
and temperature and airplane values for maintaining dynamic similarity also _7
uniquely relate model and airplane density, velocity, and dynamic pressure.
However, equation (20) shows that the model/alrplane Reynolds number ratio is
a function of the absolute values of the model and airplane test media
temperatures plus a constant that is con_non to both. Therefore, the airplane
Reynolds number will not be precisely matched by that of the model while mass
i0
density ratio requirements are met. Severa_ examples to follow in the next
section will illustrate some of the finer points of dynamic model scaling for
the NrFand will show the degree tO_whic_fullLscal_ Reyn61dsnumber_ismatched
while maintaining dynamic similarity. -"
The ability to control temperature independently of pressure_alsoallows
separation of Static aeroelastic (model deformation) effects from RN (scale)
effects since the dynamic pressure, and hence aerodynamic forces on the m0del,
can be held_ constant while the RN canbe varied over a relati_eiy wide range
as shown in the bottom portion of figure 6 (from page 17, ref. i)."_ If the
static aeroelastic deformations of the model are to be used to predict static
aeroelasticdeformationsof a full-scale airplane, however, the Froude numbers
of the model and airplane should be the same. For transonic testing the ratio
of the Speeds of sound of the airplane and model define the model geometric
scale factor necessary for identical model and airplane Froude numbers. For
the_nominalrange of flight temperatures of 59° F to -67 ° F (288°K_to 2i8° K)
and the range of model test temperatures available in the NTF, the required
model geometric SCale factor ranges from values in excess of 1.0 for an air-
plane at any realistic temperature and the highest attainable tunnel tempera-
ture to a minimum value of 0.34 for the case of an airplane at sea level
temperature with the tunnel temperature as low as possible. Except for very
small airplane_€0mponents, 0.34 geometric Scale is quite large for the NTF and
so some compromise in matching the airplane Froude number will be calied for.
Some of the less desirable characteristics of the NTF relative to _ " °_
\ aeroelastic and unsteady aerodynamic testing are: .... • "
(a) Severe temperature environment _" The NTF thermal operating en_iope
maylrange from about 140 ° R (78° K) to 635° R (353° K). The reSuiting thermal
stresses and deflections will complicat& the design, fabrication, _and assess-
ment0fnatural vibration characteristics of dynamically scaled aeroelastic
models Thesemodelsare normally fabricated of several materials having _
differentcoefficients of expansion Structural°damping may change signif -_
icantlywith large temperature changes so that aeroelasticallyscaledmodels
may _require assessment of natural vibration characteristicsat the approximate
test temperature. Design and fabricationof close tolerance mechanisms for
oscillating models or controls on models for studying unsteady aerodynamics_are
are also complicated by the thermal environment.
(b) Models can be observed only via TV monitors--a_definite disadvantage
f0r flutter and buffet loads tests. _
2
COMPARATIVE MODEL SCALING FOR THE NTF AND THE TDT _
g Some examples of how the tunnel operating capabilities affect dynamic
scaling considerations for flutter testing" in the NTF and in the TDT will now
be discussed. (The numerical results of these considerations are summarized
in figure Ii.) First to be considered are a fighter airplane and a transport
airplane flutter clearance model for the NTF,
........ ii
Flutter Clearance Models for the NTF
Fighter airplane model.- Assume that the airplane to be dynamically
simulated is a 40,000 ib (18,144 kg)fighter with a 48-foot (14.63 m) wing
span and a reference chord b of 15 feet (4.57 m). Assume that the tunnel "°--
test is to determine that no flutter occurs in the Mach number range 0.5 to 1.2
at altitudes from 35,000 feet (9144 m) to sea level. The expected critical
flutterconditionis near M = I at maximum dynamicpressure (sea level). "
Therefore, M = i, sea level altitudeis the initialairplaneflight condition
to be simulated. Initialairplaneflight_conditionsare:....
MA = 1.0 qa -= 1492 ib/sq ft (71.44kN/sqlm)
hA = 0 ft (m) PA = 2117 ib/sq ft (101.33kN/sq m)
TA = 519° R (288° K) PA =0'002378 slugs/cuft (1,226kg/cu m)
VA = 1120 ft/sec (341m/sec) RNA = 107 x 106 (basedon b = 15 ft
'(4.57 m))
Using the criteria that the model wing span in the NTF should not exceed 0.6
of the tunnel width, a i/i0 geometric scale is selected. Presumably the tests
are being conducted in the NTF because it is desirable to match or approach
full-scale Reynolds numbers. Therefore, the initialtunnel model design
condition will be that which produces RN 107 x i06 at MM = 1.0. Referring
to figure 8 (the operating boundaries of the NTF at M = 1.0 taken from
reference 3 and replotted in terms of RN per foot (meter) as a function of
stagnation pressure, one sees that the airplane:Reynolds number may be matched
at stagnation pressures and temperatures as low as 8064 ib/sq ft (386.11 kn/sqm)
and 200 o R (iii.i ° K), respectively, and as high as 14,832 psf (710,160 n/m 2)
and 300 ° R (166.70 K), respectively (heavy vertical dashed line). Choosing
the lower values as the initial point for model design has the advantage of
lower dynamic pressures on the model atthe expense of an extremely low
temperature environment whereas thekhigher point subjects the model to almost
twice thedynamic pressure but the temperature environment is not quite so
severe. First, consider the lower design point:
At M = 1.0, PT,M = 8064 psf (386,106 n/m2), and TT,M = 200 ° R (iii.i o K)
the model static pressure and temperature are PM = 4260.2 psf (203,980 n/m2)
and TM = 166.66 ° R (92.6° K) (static pressures and temperatures derived from
reference 4 assuming y = 1.4 and R = 53.3 ft/deg R (R =.29.24 m/deg K)).
PM TM " _"
Thus, - 2.013 = KI and - 0.321 = K2. From equations (16) through (18)
PA TA
the relationbetween the model and airplanestiffnessand mass is
(El)M = 2.013 x 10-4(El) A and "5_ = !i27ix 10-2mA
WM = 251 ib (113.8 kg)
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The model vibration frequencies are _M = 5.67 _A. The tunnel stagnation
pressures and temperatures necessary to maintain dynamic•similarity to the
airplane at Mach •numbers from 0.5 tO 1.2 at three different altitudes •are
shown in figure9(a). Also shown is the model dynamic pressure and the lower
- _ limits for tunnel stagnation pressure and temperature (from ref. 3). The
figure illustrates that both stagnatlonpressure and temperature have tO be
varied for each testpoint where exact dynamic similarity is desired. This •
may not be a cost effective way to operate the NTF. Also for the model
tunnel design point chosen •(the lowest stagnation pressure and temperature
that will product full-scale RN) portions of the airplane flight envelope
cannot be simulated due to the lower limits on PT and TT. The maximum
dynamic pressure on the model is about 4300 ib/sq ft (205,885 n/m2).
An •alternative in selecting an initial tunnel design•point is toconsider
the higher pressures and temperature that will produce full-scale RN at M = i
at sea level. For illustrative purposes, choose PT,M = 14,832 psf
(710,160 n/m 2) (near the maximum power limit) and TyM = 300 ° R (166.7° K)• 2
at M = 1.0. The static pressure and temperature ar47833 psf (375,•046 n/m )
PM
and 250 ° R (138.9° K), respectively. Therefore, = 3.70•= KI;
PA
_M =•0.4817 = K2; (E!)M = 3.70 x 10-4(EI)A and•• mM =•7.68 x 10-2 mA
TA _ and WM = 307 ib (139.3 kg). •
The model vibration frequencies are _M = 6.94 _A. Thus, compared to the •
initial design point chosen previously, a higher model structural•efficlency
is required and the model vibration frequencies are higher. The model weighs
23 percent more than the previous model. Figure 9(b) depicts the stagnation
pressures and temperatures required to maintain model dynamic similarity for
various airplane Mach numbers and altitudes. Also shown is the resulting
dynamic pressure. For this case, the minimum stagnation temperature limits
pose no problem and the minimum stagnation pressure limit at M = 0.5 is
just adequate to match the airplane mass density ratio at 35,000 ft (10,668 m).
However, the upper stagnation pressure limit precludes achieving exact dynamic
similarity in the range from M = 1.07 at sea level to M = 1.2 near
i0,000 ft (3048 m). Note also that for this selected initial design point the
model would have to withstand dynamic pressures 85 percent greater than the
initial design. The lack of capability to simulate the low Mach number,
high altitude portion of the Mach number-altitude matrix is not a significant
problem since the flutter critical region is usually at the higher Mach
_ _• number, lower altitudes portion of the flight envelope. Therefore, the first
initial design point would be the better choice.
I
• _ These two examples Of dynamic aeroelastic modeling scaling considerations
for tests in the NTF•illustrate that although in theory the airplane mass
density ratio can be matcheH throughout the airplane flight boundary, iH fact
even for the NTF the minimum temperature limits and the stagnation pressUre
range restrict the •airplane operating conditions that can be exactly dynamically
simulated. _ • •
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Transport airplane model.- Now consider the dynamic scaling of a large
transport aircraft. Assume that the tests are to show freedom_from flutter at
Mach numbers up to 1.0 at altitudes down tO 30,000 feet (9144 m). Assume a
wing span of 140 ft (42.67 m), a reference chord of 20 ft (6.10 m) and an empty
weight of 135,000 Ib (61,235 kg). The geometric scale is chosen to be 0.035 ° "-
to produce a model span approximately 60 percent of the tunnel width.
(b = 0.7 ft (0.21 m).) The initial airplane flight conditions to be simulated
are therefore: _-
MA = 1.0 qA = 442.65 psf (21,194 n/m 2)
hA = 30,000 ft (9144 m) PA = 628.1 psf (30,074 n/m 2)
TA = 412 ° R (228.9 ° K) 0A = 0.000889 slugs/ft 3 (0.4582 kg/m 3)
VA = 997.92 fps (304.2 m/sec) (RN)A = 57.2 x 106
_A = 310 x 10-9 slug/ft-sec
(14.843 x 10-6 kg/m-sec)
Testing at an initial tunnel model design RN of 81.7 x 106 per foot (268 x 106
per meter) will match the full-scale RN 57.2 x 106 , at M = 1.0. From figure 8,
this RN may be obtained at stagnation pressures and temperatures ranging from
about 15,800 psf (756,508 n/m 2) and 287 ° R (159.4 ° K), respectively, to
approximately 9,911 psf (474,541 n/m 2) and 210 ° R (116.7 ° K). First , consider
the lower pressure and temperature initial design point. For dynamic similarity
PM TM
--= 8.337 = KI, - 0.42 = K2;
PA TA
(EI)M = (0.035)4 (8.337)= 0.1251 x 10-4(EI)Aand
(0.035)2 (8.337)= 0.0243mA andmM= 0.42
WM = 114.9 ib (52.1 kg)
r.'.
The model vibration frequencies are a_ = 6.48 _A" A comparison of this
0.035-scale transport model with the 0.10-scale fighter model (both having , "
approximately the same wing span--60 percent of tunnel width) shows the
transport model must weigh less than one-half the fighter model. Shown in
figure 9(c) are the stagnation pressures and temperatures required to maintain
exact dynamic similarity at altitudes from sea level to 45,000 ft (13,716 m)
at Mach numbers from 0.5 to 1.2. For this model design case altitudes above
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30,000 ft (9144 m) cannot be simulated because of the tunnel lower stagnation
temperature limits. Conversely altitudes below 3,000 ft (914.4 m) at M = 0.5
and increasing to i0,000 ft (3048 m) at M = 0.8 cannot be simulated because of
the maximum stagnation pressure limit. Thus, the airplane altitude-Mach
-:. number matrix that can be simulated for the smaller geometric scale transport
is much smaller than that for the fighter. If the initial design point for the
transport model is taken to be the higher stagnation pressure and temperature
_'_ that will producefull-scaleRN at M = 1.0 in tunnel (PT,M •15,838psf
PM
(758,328n/m2) and TT,M = 287° R (159.4° K)), then--= 13.32 = KI;
• : "_ PA
TH = 0.581 = K2; (EI) H = (0.035) 4 (13.32) = 0.1999 x 10 -4 (EI) A and
TA
• (0.035)2 (13.32)
mM = 0.581 + 0.0281 mA and WM = 132.7 Ib
• "(60.2ikg)
It is seen from figure 9(d) that the airplanecannotbe exactlydynamically_"
simulatedat altitudesbelow 20,000 ft (6096m) at Mach numbers above 0.75.
Interestingly,•if the model/airplanedynamicsimilarityrequirementsare
satisfiedthe Reynoldsnumber of the model and airplanewill very nearly be
the same--butnot exactly. From equation (20)
• (RN)M I,KI . bM (K2TA+ ii /
Thus, (RN)MI(RN) A is a function of the absolute value of the airplane ......
atmospheric (or model test) temperature. For the scaling examples cited, •the
ratio of model to airplane Reynolds number varies fromO.966 to 1.090.'-.
If static aeroelastic effects were to be studied, ideally the ratio of
model and airplane Froude numbers should be unity. For the examples cited
there ratios are:
FM
for the fighter, low pressure and temperature design, --= 3.21
:-_ FA
FM
_ _ for the fighter, high pressure and temperatur•e design, --= 4.82
FA
15_
for the transport, low pressure and temperature design, --FM = 12.0
FA
i FM
for the transport, high pressure and temperature design, --= 16.60 :-
FA
Thus, these models would be inappropriate _for static aeroelastic studies that
relate model deformations to full-scale values for one-g flight conditions, r
Flutter Clearance Models for the Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT)
Now consider the scaling of these same flight conditions (fighter at
sea level, M = 1.0 and transport at 30,000 ft (9144 m), M = 1.0) for tests
in the TDT. Using the same maximum model span criteria used for the NTF
(span less than approximatelY 60 percent of tunnel width) leads to a model
geometric scale of 0.2 for the fighter and 0.07 for the transport. The
model span and reference chord for the fighter will be 9.6 feet (2.93 m) and
3.0 feet (0.91 m), respectively, and for the transport, 9.8 feet (2.99 m)
and 1.4 feet (0.43 m), respectively.
Fighter airplane model.- Testing at full-scale Reynolds number in the TDT
is not possible so the rationale in selecting the tunnel model design point
is to select as high a density as possible at the expected critical Mach
number (in this case M = 1.0) that will produce a model-to-airplane dynamic
pressure ratio such that the scaled airplane dynamic pressure at the maximum
Mach number of the flight boundary to be cleared can be attained in the tunnel.
The maximum attainable dynamic pressure in the•TDT at M = 1.2 in Freon is
approximately 240 ib/sq ft (13.41 kN/sq m) (ref. 2). If the fighter flight
flutter boundary to be cleared extends to M = 1.2 at sea level, the
maximum dynamic pressure ratio qM/qA that can be utilized is 0.13. Therefore,
the model will be designed to simulate the airplane sea level flight condition
at M = I and qM = 194 ib/sq ft (9.29 kN/sq m) in the TDT. From equation (8)
the model/airplane stiffness scale factor is
(El)M
--=•(0.2) 4 (0.13) = 2.08 x 10-4
_ (El)A _
Assuming a nominal tunnel operating stagnation temperature TM, T of 115 ° F or • U
575 ° R (319.4° K) which produces a static temperature of 78° F or 538 ° R
(298.9 ° K) the density ratio at this model design point is
16
.- - . .. ".. . -. . -_ ,
PM • 1.4981 x 10-3.
--= = 0.630 and PM,T = 593.3 lb/sq ft (28.41 Id_/sq m)
--: PA 2.378 x 10-3
PM = 342.3 ib/sq ft (16.39 kN/sq m)
PM
-- = 0.162
PA
The model/airplanemass scale factor (from eq. (3)) is
: mM-= ii0.2)2 (0.630) 2.52 x 10-2 ""
mA
The model weight is 202 ibs (91.6 kg) and the model vibration frequencies are
(from eq. (2)) _m = 2.27 _A"
A comparison of this TDT fighter model with the NTF fighter models (high
pressure/temperature and low pressure/temperature designs) shows that the TDT
model is twice as large but weighs less than either of the NTF models. The
TDT model vibration frequencies are less than half those of the NTF models.
l
For this model true dynamic similarity can be achieved only at the model
design point (MM = 1.0, qM = 194 psf (9289 n/m2). Since the .tunnel temperature
cannot be maintained as a controlled variable the ratio of model/airplane
temperature and density will vary as Mach number and pressure are changed.
The variation of some of the scaling parameters is shown in figure 10(a).
The ratio of'model mass density to airplane mass density Will differ from the
desired value of unity, varying from 0.977 at M = 1.2 at sea level to....
1.321 at M = 0.5 at a simulated 30,000 feet (9144 m) altitude. Similarly,
the reduced frequency ratio varies from 1.01 to 0.87. Also, the modelReynolds
number will vary from only 8.1 percent of full scale at M = 1.2 'at sea • :
levelto only.5.5percentof fullscaleat M =-0,5,30,000ft-(91_4m):_ :_ '
altitude. The,ratio of model Froudenumber to airplaneFroud4_numberiS very
nearlyunity-(varyingfrom 1.01 for the sfmulatedsea level•M = 1.2 • condition
to 1.36 at M = 0.5 at 30,000 ft (9144m)). Thus, model static deformations"
will very nearly approximatethose of the full-scaleairplanein one'g-' .
- ; flight. The maximumdynamicpressureOn the TDT model is•280•psf (13,407n/m2)
comparedto 4300 psf for the NTF low pressuremodel and 6200 psf (maximum
attainable) for the NTF high pressure Tnodel.
Transport airplane model.- As was the case for the NTF, the maximum flight
conditions for the transport airplane are:ch0sen to be Mach numbers up to 1.0
at altitudes down to;30,000 ft (9144 m)- The maximum airplane dynamic pressure
(at M = 1.0) is-therefore 443 psf (2J:,211n/m2). :A. tunnel model design p0iht
is chosen at a model dynamic pressure of 300 psf (!4,364:n/mm)_,.slightly
• .: .:
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below the normal maximum tunnel capability at M = 1.0. Therefore, the dynamic
pressure ratio qM/qA is 0.677.
The model/airplane stiffness scale factor is
(EI)M = (0.07)4 (0.677) = 0.1626 x 10-4 _-"
(El)A
From pMreference2, PM,T = 917.4 psf (43,925 n/m2); PM = 529.3 psf (25,343 n/m 2)
and = 0.843.
PA
Again assuming a nominal tunnel stagnation temperature of 115° F or 575 ° R
(319.4° K) the model velocity is (ref. 2) 507 fps and the tunnel density is
0.0023342 slugs/ft 3 (1.203 kg/m3).
The density ratio,
0M
= 2.626
0A
and the model/airplane mass scale factor is
mM = (0.07) 2 (2.626) 1.287 x 10-2
mA
The model weight is 121.6 ibs (55.2 kg) and the model vibration frequencies are
_ = 7.26 _A"
A comparison of this TDT transport model with the NTF transport models
(high pressure/temperature and low pressure/temperature designs) shows the
mass and the vibration frequencies are about the same as the NTF low pressure/
temperature model although the TDT model is twice the size of the NTF model.
The dynamic pressure at M = 1.0, 30,000 ft (9140 m) simulated altitude for
the TDT transport model is 300 psf (14,364 n/m 2) compared to 3690 psf
(176,678 n/m 2) for the NTF low pressure model and 5,897 psf (282,350 n/m 2) for
the NTF high pressure model. "-
The deviations of the mass density and reduced frequency scaling parameters
from the desired value of unity due to the lack of capability to maintain a
constant TM/T A in the TDT are shown in figure 10(b) along with the model/
airplane Reynolds number ratio for the tunnel design point chosen for the
transport model (M = 1.0, 30,000 ft (9144 m)). Simulated airplane altitudes
below i0,000 ft (3048 m) cannot be attained Lat Mach numbers greater than 0.7 in
the TDT. (In the example, flutter clearance only needed to be demonstrated at
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altitudes down to 30,000 ft (9144 m). Withinthe dynami c pressure capabilities
of the TDT the redhced:frequency scaling parameter is within 6percent of unity
and the mass.density ratib-is within ii percent (M = 0.7, I0,000 ft (3048 m)).
The model Reynolds number is i0 to 12 percent of full Scale and the ratio of
"_. Froude numbers varies from 6.5 to 7.5. ., _
• . -. .
.In summary, based on the examples cited above and summarized in figure ii,
_" it appears that dynamically-scaled aeroelastic models for the NTF have the
following characteristics relative to those for the TDT:
NTF models are about one-half the geometric size of TDT models, weigh
about the same or slightly more and have natural vibration frequencies'
two and one-half to three times those of TDT models. In the NTF the mass
density and reduced.frequency scaling parameters can be satisfied throughout
most of the airplane operating envelope whereas in the TDT away from the
design point they varied from the desiredvalues by up to approximately
30 percent. Full-scale RN over most of the airplane operating envelopes
could be.achieved in the NTF. RN in the TDT were generally an order of
magnitude lower than full scale. NTF models were subjected to dynamic -
pressures roughly 20times'those on the:TDT models. Test static temperatures
in the NTF varied from -334° F or 126 ° R (70.0° K) to -160° F or 300 ° R
(166.7°) compared to 105 ° F tO 64° F or 565 ° R (313.9 ° K) to 524° R (291_I ° K)
. in the TDT. : ° ....
In addition to comparisons of physical characteristics of flutter models
scaled-for the NTF and for the TDT, comparisons of direct tunnel operating costs
for flutter testing is of interest. Unlike static force or pressure test
procedures which entail operating the tunnel in a manner such that a particular
test point (Mach number pressure, and angle of attack --and temperature-in the
NTF) is achieved as rapidly as possible, flutter test procedures call for
cautious changes in tunnel' parameters to minimize the risk of destroying the
model while probing for the flutter boundary. This is an expensive operational
procedure in the NTF. To illustratei'suppose it is desired to establish the
transonic flutter boundary of the transport plane (low pressure and temperature
design) that was used in the model scaling discussions. Figure 12 depicts
schematically a "typica!" flutter boundary, the airplane operating boundary
(which includes a 20 percent of design velocity flutter safety margin) and a
minimum process for establishing the flutter boundary. To establish a-basis
for estimating the tunnel direct operating costs for a minimal definition of
the transonic flutter boundary in the NTF and in the TDT, it is assumed that
five Mach number "runs" or "sweeps" are_required_as shownin the figure.
Since the transonic "dip" in the flutter boundary is not really known until
_._ established by the test, the first several sweeps are exploratorY. The pro-
cedure is to increase Mach number and dynamic pressure until the-maxlmum Mach
number is reached or until flutter is•encountered. The Mach number (and
%., dynamic pressure) is then reduced to a level below that where the minimum
part of the flutter boundary is expected to occur (say to M = 0.8). The
tunnel Pressure then is increased (simulating a lower airplane altitude) and
another Mach sweep is made. The unknown flutterboundarymust be approached
slowly to minimize risk to the model; In practice, such Mach sweeps in the TDT
take i0 to 15 minutes. For purposes of comparing the cost of such a test in
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the NTF and in the TDT it is assumed that the five sweeps start and end at
the same Mach number in the two tunnels and have the same durations. The
costs considered are the electrical power and the cost of Freon and nitrogen
consumed in establishing the proper pressure levels and in making the Mach
number sweeps. The electrical power rate is assumed to be $0.05 per kwh. _°
The cost of Freon and nitrogen is assumed to be $872 and $70 per ton,
respectively. Based on these assumptions, the cost of determining the flutter
boundary as shown in the illustrative example is: _
NTF TDT
Electrical power 2,320 1,050
Gas 69_000 990
TOTAL $71,320 $2,240
The Reynolds number range for the NTF tests, however, is 86 to 150 million
(very nearly full scale) compared to 4.2 to 8.2 million for the TDT tests.
Also, for the NTF tests the mass density and reduced frequency scaling
parameters would have been satisfied completely whereas in the TDT tests
actual valueswould have varied from the desired values by about I0 percent
except at the model design point.
With this background of dynamic model scaling considerations and compara-
tive operating characteristics and features of theTDT relative to the NTF, it
may be instructive to review the technology areas supported by the TDT in the
past, and presently scheduled for the next 3 years, to help assess the future
roles of the NTF and the TDT in aeroelastic and unsteady aerodynamic testing.
EVALUATION OF NTF TESTING CAPABILITIES IN TECHNOLOGY
AREAS SUPPORTED BY THE TDT
Whereas most wind tunnels are used almost exclusively for aerodynamic
performance type testing--i.e., precise measurements of overall steady
aerodynamic forces acting on the model (drag, lift, moments, etc.) or pressure
distributions over the model--the TDT has been used for a variety of dynamic
tests. Figure 13 depicts the TDT and some of the important research and
development areas it supports. The TDT has been used to verify the flutter
and aeroelastic characteristics of most U.S. high-performance aircraft designs;
for studies of the aeroelastic characteristics Of wings employing new aero- r:
dynamic concepts; for rotorcraft and active controls aeroelastic research; for
flutter, buffet, and ground wind loads testing Of space launch vehicles; and
for basic research into unsteady aerodynamic flow caused by dynamic motions _
of lifting surfaces.
Historically, about 40 percent of the scheduled tests have been devoted
to development studies of aeroelastic problems of specific vehicles in support
of national programs. The majority of these tests are concerned with the
2O
prediction of full-scale flutter and buffet characteristics using dynamically-
scaled cable-mounted models. The major tests are shown in figure 14. Many of
these tests disclosed design problems and provided information for successful
flutter '!fixes" (refs. 5 t0 7, for example). As discussed in the section on
comparative model scaling for theNTF and the TDT; dynamically-scaled aero-
elastic models tested in conventional tunnels represent the full-scale air-
plane precisely only at the tunnel "design point." Over the range of Mach
numbers and altitudes of interest inthese tests the mass densitY and reduced
frequency ratios deviated from the desired value of unity by a maximum of
about i0 percent..• ,In the NTF, the scaling could have been exact However,
the feasibility•of testing cable-mounted models in the NTF has not been
established, Experience has shown that for many aircraft configurations the •
simulation of• the fuselage bending modes and the minimum restraint•on "rigid
body" degrees of freedom provided by cable-mounted models are necessary for
adequate dynamic aeroelastic scaling. Cable tension-to-weight ratio require- •
ments (for stability) and drag loads dictate the use of i/8-inch steel cables
in the TDT. • With dynamic pressures from three to 30 times higher in the NTF,
• significantly large cables may be required. Because of t_eadded complica"
tionsand expense of designing, building, and testing these very sophisticated
dynamic models for the cryogenic•environment of the NTF, it is unlikely that
tests of this nature will routinely be conducted in the NTF until it_is_estab -•
lished that Reynolds number effects are significant in the classical flutter
phenomenon, ,
•The TDT has been utilized also to determine the ground wind load charac"
teristics of most U. S. space launch vehicles while erected on the pad prior
to launch (ref. 8, for example) These•wind loads and the dynamic•responses -
to them cannot be predicted by theory but are frequently the design loads for •
the vehicle first stages. Some of the major ground wind load studies Con-
ducted in the TDT are shown in figure 15. The relatively large scale models
permitted by the TDT 16-foot test section (desirable for simulation of launch
vehicledetail and the associated launch pad gantry and other nearby
structures) and the wind azimuth variation capability provided by the floor-
mounted turntable are verydesirable tunnel characteristics for this type
test. _The higher Reynolds number capability of the NTF may outweigh the size
advantage of the TDT but the NTF does not have a floor-mounted turntable.
In addition to supporting these •technological areas, the unique capabili =
ties of the TDT have been used for buffet response tests on several launch
vehicles and aircraft (refs. 9_to ii, for example), for determining the•:
dynamic deployment characteristics of the Viking Landerldeceleration system,
reference I_ and for simulation of the Martian atmosphere for viking Lander
_ meteorological instrumentation •(ref, 13). The TDT also has played a signif-
icant role in the determination of the aeroelastic characteristics of new
helicopter rotor blade concepts such as the teetering rotor,:_the hingeless
• rotor, and the flex-hinge rotor (refs. 14 to 16, for example_. About one-
fourth of the TDT yearly test schedule is devoted to rotorcraft dynamics
utilizing a specially built rotor test rig that allows vibration inputs to
the rotating blades under a range of speeds from hover to transonic tip speeds.
Most of these studies required specialized tunnel capabilities. For example,
parachute deployment studies of shock loads and stability require a long test
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!section viewing area due to the usual relatively great distance between the
canopy and its attachment to the forebody. Also, the ability to decrease
rapidly the tunnel dynamic pressure on deployment of the parachute is desirable
to simulate the slowing of the forebody as the parachute drag becomes effectiv_
For buffet loads studies under high lift c6nditions, direct viewing of the "'"
model is highly desirable to permit detection of incipient model failure.
Also, direct viewing is necessary for helicopter rotor tests to permit
blade balancing and tracking. The helicopter rotor studiesrequire a rotor r-
mount system capable of rotating the blades at the desired RPM, changing
the blade collective and cyclic pitch angles, the rotor plane angle, vibration
input capability, and a means of measuringlthe loads and vibration character-
istics of the rotating blades. P_ether these types of tests are appropriate
for the NTF will have to be determined by weighing the need for high Reynolds _
number testing against the compromises necessary in desirable specialized
tunnel features for the individual tests that are not available in the NTF.
A factor to be considered in assessing whether a particular test is
suitable for the NTF is the degree of risk of model destruction. Testing
dynamically-scaled aeroelastic models for flutter and buffet loads necessarily
involves considerably more chance of the model "going down the tunnel" than
tests of force and pressure models. Although tunnel facility managers
generally require load safety factors of three or greater for models to be
tested, scaled flutter models frequently have critical load safety factors
not much greater than one. Strength is built into the model only to the
extent that it does not significantly compromise the required scaled stiffness.
Consequently,fluttermodelsare muchmore likelyto failthanaerodynamic '
performancemodels. The risk of model destructionis acceptedin TDT flutter
tests because the fan blades are well protectedby special screeningto catch
model debris.
The-assessmentof the futurerole of the NTF in aeroelastic(dynamic)
and unsteady aerodynamic testing is complicatediby the uncertainty of the
difficultyof fabricatingsuitablemodels andioscillationmechanismsfor the
NTF cryogenicenvironment. The degree of/thisdifficultyneeds to beestab-
lished and weighed againstthe obviousadvantagesofferedby the NTF--high
Reynoldsnumbers, the capabilityto operatein a manner to maintainprecise
dynamicmodel similarityfor various flight conditionsrather than only at
the_tunnelmodel "designpoint,"and the Capabilityto vary Reynoldsnumber
and dynamicpressureindependently. Further,the significanceof Reynolds
number effectson flutter,buffet on'set and loads and on unsteadyaerodynamics
needs to be established.
to.
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_" PLAN FOR UTILIZING UNIQUE CAPABILITIES OF THE NTF FOR STUDIES
_INAEROELASTICITYAND UNSTEADYAERODYNAMICS •
some of the first studies in the NTF should be designed to:
i. Establish significance of Reynolds number effects on flutter and
buffet characteristics of several representative wings as a function of
angle of attackand Mach number by use of relativelysimplemodels.
2. Evaluate effects of Reynolds number on unsteady pressures on .....
oscillating wings and controls as a function of frequency, amplitude, andr
Mach number.
3. Establish the feasibi!ity of conducting flutter clearanee_tests
in the NTF,using dynamically-scaled aeroelastic models by actually fabricating
and testingsuch a model. . ,
In the fol!owingsections,a rudimentary:pianis suggestedfor.an initial
step in each of these efforts.
Reynoldsnumber effectson flutterand buffet.-At transonicspeeds the
flutterboundary of an airplaneor model can be defined in terms of the dynamic
pressureat which flutteroccurs for a given Mach number, jWiththe capability
of the NTF to vary dynamicpressureat a given Mach numberwhile holding RN
constant,a Math number-dynamicpressureflutterboundaryLcanbe-established
for a simple fluttermodel (sayrectangular,solid metal, sidewall-mounted
wing with AR _ 4) for a nominallylow, intermediate,and high Reynolds
number. A_problemarises.however,in that as Reynoldsnumber is changed, _, -
the mass,densityratio flutterparameterchangesalso. (From eqs. (3) and (ii),
m " T
z _ _ m _. As Reynoldsnumber changes,staticpressure and temperature
change-accordingto equation (15) rather than the simple ratio T/P.) For-
example,_ifthe model mentionedabove had a 65A009 solid magnesium-airfoilwith
a 10-inch (0.25m) chord, the estimatedflutter_eonditionsat M = 1.0 and a
RN = 20 x 106 producea mass densityratio that is.two and one-halftimesthe
mass-densityratio at M = 1.0 and RN ="90 x 106. However, a fortunate
characteristicof magnesium, aluminum,and steel providesa solutionto.this
_ dilemma. The ratio of the moduli of torsionaland bending elasticityto the
materialdensity is essentiallyconstantso that geometricallysimilarsolid
modelsmade of these materialswill have the same naturalfrequenciesand.
-" thereforewill flutterat the same mass density ratio for a given Maeh number.
The densitiesof aluminumand steel are respectivelyapproximately1.56 and
4.48 times that of magnesium. Therefore,if the magnesiumwing is tested at a
RN = 20 x 106, the aluminumwing at RN = 31 x 106, and the steel wing of
RN 89 x 106 the mass densityratio at _theflutterdynamdcpressure end Mach
number will be the same for_allthree Reynoldsnumbers (exceptfor possible
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Reynolds number effects.) This is shown in figure 16 Which shows the flutter
boundaries of the three wings as a function of mass density ratio and stagna-
tion pressure and in figure 17:which tabulates the estimated tunnel conditions
and mass density ratios for the three test Reynolds number. The flutter
dynamic pressures wereestimated using preliminary design empirical methods.
Possible effects of cryogenic temperatures on the stiffness and damping
characteristics of the models have not been c0nsidered. To minimize loads
problems the models should be tested at zero lift conditions. In conducting
the tests, as PT is increased at constant M to increase q until flutter
is reached the TT is adjusted to maintain the RN constant.
These same models may be used to evaluate Reynolds number effects on
buffet loads by measuring model response and damping at constant values of
the mass-density ratio parameter at the same Reynolds numbers used for the
flutter study, but at dynamic pressures at each Mach number that are below
those that would produce flutter or overload the model for the maximum angle
of attack to be used. The procedure wouldentail setting the tunnel to the
desired RN, M, and q and measuring the model response and damping as
angle of attack is changed from low to high values.
: . !
This kind of study should be among the first studies to be scheduled in
the NTF since the results will bear directly on the question of the necessity
or desirability of conducting more sophisticated"flutter clearance" and
buffet loads tests in the NTF.
Reynolds number effects on unsteady aerodynamics.-A wing or control
surface that is oscillating superimposes on the normal static pressure
distribution unsteady components which influence the flutter and buffet i
characteristics of the wing and the loads and hinge moments of rapidly moving
controls used for flutter suppression and gust load alleviation. The degree
to which:Reynolds number affects these unsteady pressures needs to be defined.
An initial study could utilize a "rigid" lifting surface which is forced to
pitch harmonically about a spanwise axis over a range of reduced frequencies,
static angles of attack, and Reynolds numbers. To:minimize unknown model
static deformation effects, the measurements should be made with the dynamic
pressure held essentially constant and at as low a value as possible that
permits a significantly large range of Reynolds numbers. This study neces-
sarily involves the design of a sidewall mount for the NTF that includes an
oscillating mechanism and a remotely-controllable static angle-of-attack
capability. Such a sidewall mount is currently being planned which will be
compatible with an oscillating pressure model beingbuilt under Air Force
contract for testing in the NRL tunnel in the Netherlands. This model, which
also is being designed to withstand the loads and cryogenic environment of _
the NTF, is expected to be available for testing in the NTF in 1983. The all-i
steel model will have a wing semispan of about one meter (3.28 ft), a root
cl,ord of approximately one meter (3.28 ft)! and a mean aerodynamic chord of _-
aoproximately 3/4 m (2.46 ft). _! _.
D_ynamically-scaled aeroelastic "pathfinder" model.- if it is shown that
Reynolds number effects on flutter are significant , then, until a data base
of these effects are established sufficient to allow extrapolation of lower
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Reynolds number data to full scale, the RN capabilities of the NTF may be
desirable for "flutter clearance" tests. Such tests utilize sophisticated
dynamically-scaled aeroelastic models to show that flutter will not occur
in the required flutter safety margin of the airplane operating envelope.
In order to match the stiffness and mass distributions of the full-scale ::
airplane many different materials have necessarily been used in the fabrication
of this type model. These include aluminum, steel, lead, wood, fiberglass
and otherocomposite materials, and different bonding agents. Potential
problems associatedwith subjecting such a model to a cryogenic environment
include the effects of changes in structural damping, misalignmentand
distortions due to different coefficients of expansion of the various materials,
embrittlement, and changes instiffness properties. The degree to which such -_
materials will Nave to be used in flutter clearance models designed for the
NTF needs to be established. For example, the weight of the complete transport
model discUssed in the section on comparative model scaling for the NTF and
the TDT varied from 115 ib (52.2kg) to 133 ib (60.3 kg) depending On the tunnel
temperature and pressure design points. If this model has approximately_the
geometry of the B-720 transport and were made of solid aluminum it would weigh
approximately i25 ib (56.7 kg). In a gross sense, it would appear that the
use of several different materials might not be necessary for this model.
However, one would have to look at the airplane mass and stiffness distributions
in detail to determine whether simulation could be achieved by judicious
machining of metal. A good way to assess the potential problems would be to
actually designand build a dynamically-scaled aeroelastic model of an actual
airplane design. A reasonable approach would be to first consider a sidewall-
mounted semispan wing model only and then proceed to the more difficult Sting-
mountedcomplete moael. If these prove technically and economically feasible,
then consideration could be given to a study of the feasibility of cable-
mounted models.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Scaling considerations for aeroelastic and unsteady aerodynamics testing
have been reviewed relative to model testing in the NTF'and the TDT. The
unique capabilities of the two tunnels have been reviewed. Certain capabilities
of the NTF are found to be attractive for flutter testing such as the ability
to match properly in a single model the mass ratio and Mach number scaling
parameters for most usual full-scale aircraft variations in altitude and speed,
and the capability to achieve a low speed of sound (by use of very low
temperatures) which permits heavier dynamically-scaled aeroelastic models for
a given stiffness much the same as is achieved in the TDT by the use of a
: _ dense Freon test medium. The realization of this advantage depends on over-
coming the practical difficulties of constructing such models for the NTF
cryogenic environment.
The capability of the NTF to change Reynolds number while holding dynamic
pressure constant, and vice versa, allows separation of Reynolds number effects
from model static deformation effects (proportional to dynamic pressure).
This has limited usefulness for determining Reynolds number effects on flutter
25
since the important flutter parameter, mass density ratio changes with
Reynolds number.
Since Reynolds number effects are likely to be more pronounced in situa- ....
tions where the boundary layer characteristics are important such as tests
for unsteady aerodynamic force, moment, and pressure measurements due to
lifting surface and control surface motions, the high Reynolds number capa- _..
bility could be especially useful for those studies where the data will be
related to full-scale conditions.
The NTF offers a maximum Reynolds number capability 8and 16 times that
of the TDT at M=0,7 and at M=I.0 respectively although at the expense of
dynamic pressures about 13 and 22 times respectively those in the TDT°
The NTFcan be a valuable tool for evaluating the severity of Reynolds number
effects in the areas of dynamic aeroelasticity andunsteady aerodynamics.
A firmer basis for judging whether particular studies in these areas should
be conducted in the NTF can be provided by the prevously discussed evaluation
studies. The TDT, because of its special capabilities, equipment, and lower
operating cost, is expected to remain the primary facility for testing in
the areas of dynamic aeroelasticity and unsteady aerodynamics.
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Figure 3,- Choracteristics of the Langley Transonic Dynamics,Tunnel
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Figure 5,- Characteristics of the National Transonic Facility
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FIGHTER MODEL I TRANSPORT MODEL
PARAmeTER NTF TDT NTF TDT
J LOW TEKP. IlIGH TE_. LOW TE_. IIIGH TEMP.
bM/b A 0.i 0.i 0.2 0.035 0.035 0.07
span, ft 4.8 4.8 9.6 4.9 4.9 9.8
span (m) 1.46 1.46 2.93 1.49 1.49 2.99 ,
b ft 1.5 1.5 3.0 0.7 0.7 1.4
b (m) 0.46 0.46 0.91 0.21 0.21 0.43
weight, lb 250 307 202 115 133 122
I
weight (kg) 113.4 139.3 91.6 52.2 60.3 55.3
LOM/_OA 5.67 6.94 2.27 18:.51 21.78 7.26
mM/m A 6.27xi0 -2 7.68xi0 -2 5.04x10 -2 2.43xi0 -2 2.43xi0 -2 2.52xi0, 2
(EI)M/(EI)A 2.013x10 -4 3.70x10 -4 2.08x10 "4 0.125xi0 -4 0.20x10 -4 0.163xi0-4
_M/_A 1.0 1.0 O. 98-1.32 1.0 1.0 0.89-1.06
_/k A 1.0 1.0 0.87-i. 01 1.0 1.0 0.97-1.06
FM/FA 3.21 4.82 1.01'1.36 12.0 16.6 6.49-7.46
RNM/RN A 1.0-1.09 1.0-i.05 0.06-0.08 0.97-1.02 0.97-1.00 0.10-0.12
TM OR 167-126 250-190 1565-524 218-165 301-229 565-524
TM OK 92.8-70.0 138.9-105.6 313.9-291.1 121.1-91.7 167.2-127.2 313.9-291.1
qM(max) psf 4300 6300 280 .... 6300 : 6300 340
q, (max). 205.9 301.6 13.4 301.6 301.6 16.3
*'_'."-c::Is?m i I
Figure !!,- Su_rp.uryof properties of examplemodels scaled for the ,_ITFand the TDT,
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Figure 13.- Some technology areas suoported by the LanQlev Transonic Dynamics Tunnel.
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RN MODEL _En_lish _S.l.
.... 20 x 106 magnesium 0.2513/0 127.0/0
31.1 x 106 aluminum 0.3915/0 197.9/0
, i00-
89.5 x 106 steel 1.1284/0 520.3/0
_. _ predicted flutter boundary, no RN effects
80-
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Figure 16.-Variation of mass density ratio of three models for three Reynolds numbers
..... as a function of stagnation pressure at constant Mach number.
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I Estimated tunnel conditions at flutterMach No. Mass-density _
ratio p =Mag. model, P_N = 20 x 106 _ AI. model, P_N = 31 x 106 ISteel Model RN = 89.5 x 106
q, psf PT' psf TT OR i OR olq, psf PT' psf TT q, psf PT' psf TT R
l I
i (kn/m a) (kn/m a) (deg K) J (kn/m 2) (kn/m 2) (deg K) I (kn/m2) (kn)m 2) (deg K)
i
0.6 23.2 1367 6873 310 2130 I 10,707 311 (I) (i) (I)
(65.5) (329.1) (172.2) (102.0) i (512.7) (172.8)
0.8 35.5 1172 3960 241 1826 1 6169 24! 5263 17,782 241
(56.1) (189.6) (133.9) (87.4) i (295.4) (133.9) (252.0) (851.4) (133.9)
1.0 50.5 1004 2697 200 1565 1 4202 200 5639 12,111 200
(48.1) (129.1) (iii. i) (74.9) (201.2) (Iii. i) (270.0) (579.9) (Iii. i)
I.I 54.4 1179 2950 216 1825 4570 215 5263 13,173 215
(56.5) (141.3) (120.0) (87.4) (218.8) (119.4) (252.0) (630.7) (119.4)
I
Model physical characteristics: rectangular planform
semispan = 40 inches (l.016m)
chord length = i0 inches (0.254m)
bending freq. 15 Hz.
torsion freq. 57 Hz.
airfoil - 65A009
material - magnesium, aluminum, steel
weight - 14.7 lb. 22.9 lb. 66.0 lb.
(6.67 kg) (10.39 kg) (29.94 kg)
(i) Estimated flutter q beyond tunnel power limit at M = 0.6
Figure 17,- Estimated tunnel conditions for simple flutter models in [ITF,
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